
Indian items / Mobile Under Five 
Flags (enamel)
Handle embossed with Indian Chief  & 
papoose on front, archer on back. Bowl 
embossed and enameled with the five flags 
that have flown over Mobile, Alabama: 
British, Spanish, French, USA and CSA. I 
can’t detect any flaws in the enamel. The 
bowl edge is slightly uneven at the 5 o’clock 
position, which is noticeable only from the 
back and even at that, barely apparent. 
Sterling 5¼”.
$200.00   Item Number: II570

Southwest Hand Beaten 
Coin spoon made by hand from coins. Indian symbols on handle 
and in bowl which is engraved TIJUANA. Back of  handle exhibits 
evidence of  the hand work done on this spoon. Coin, 5”.
$55.00  Item Number: TJ665

Montana / Butte & Boston Smelter
Montana handle with state seal and 
MONTANA down stem. Bowl is gold 
washed and embossed with view of  large 
ore smelting complex with the title BUTTE 
& BOSTON SMELTER with BUTTE, 
MONTANA below. Sterling, 5½”.
$40.00   Item Number: MT451

Navajo
Hand-hammered coin silver spoon with Navajo images on handle 
and in bowl, including the “whirling logs” Indian good luck 
symbol. Coin, 5 1/8”.
$176.00   Item Number: NA919
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Kaiser Wilhelm II
Enamel finial with stylized eagle and 
enamel bowl with great portrait of  the 
German Emperor and King of  Prussia 
who assumed the titles on the death of  his 
father in 1888. Enamel condition is very 
good with a void in the finial as indicated 
on the enlarged picture. Hole has straight 
sides and no gloss is missing around its 
edges. 800 silver, pine tree & 
crown mark, 5¼”. 
$75. Item Number: KW220

Bowie Knife / Alamo
Handle is in the shape of  the famous Bowie 
Knife, so named for the second casualty 
listed below the cameo of  Travis on the 
knife handle. Bowl depicts the Alamo in 
San Antonio where those named on the 
handle (among many others) lost their 
lives during the Mexican siege and attack. 
Reverse commemorates the Daughters of  
the Republic of  Texas. Sterling 5 7/8”.
$115.00    Item Number: BW589

Baltimore Turtle
Handle of  this heavy spoon is embossed 
with examples of  Maryland sea life: a 
terrapin, a couple of  oysters, a crab and a 
clam. Reverse plain with jeweler’s marks 
and STERLING. Bowl embossed with view 
of  Battle Monument which was dedicated 
in memory of  the battle during the war 
of  1812 that inspired Francis Scott Key to 
write the Star Spangled Banner. Sterling 
souvenir spoon, 6”. 
$115.00    Item Number: BT467

Saguaro / Casa Grande Ruins, 
Arizona
Heavy cast spoon by Gorham. FF saguaro 
cactus detailed on the front and back 
(with NO flat spot for marks). The bowl 
depicts the Casa Grande Ruins of  the Pima 
Indians, in Arizona and Sonora Mexico. 
Whom first called themselves Otama until 
the first account of  interaction with non-
Native Americans was recorded. The long 
name, “Akimel O’odham”, means “river 
people”. Sterling Silver, 5¼”.
$95.00   Item Number: AZ777

El Dorado / Coalinga, CA. 
Gold-washed finial and bowl. Handle 
embossed with gold panning tools and EL 
DORADO down the stem. Bowl engraved 
wtih view of  oil derricks (one with a geyser) 
and engraved COALINGA, CAL. 
Sterling, 5”. 
$42.00  Item Number: ED557

Black & Alligator / Tampa Bay Hotel
Handle shows creative license with an 
alligator climbing a palm tree that is 
sprouting oranges and in which is hiding a 
Black man. Bowl embossed with view of  
Tampa Bay Hotel. A classic example of  
objectifying African Americans from 100 
years ago. Hefty spoon with high-relief  
embossed details, front and back. Sterling, 
5¾”, no maker’s mark, excellent condition.
$425.00   Item Number: BA112
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